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Introduction: Lobate debris aprons are prominent 

indicators of relict ice at the surface of Mars, and the 
formation and modification of their surfaces provides 
important clues to Martian climate history. Previous 
efforts to describe the surface textures of lobate debris 
aprons [1-4] indicate a complex history of surface 
mantling and subsequent degradation, including 
aeolian modification and melting and/or sublimation of 
contained ice. These analyses indicate the presence of 
an upper, mantled surface layer which is then removed 
to various degrees, exposing a lower surface, which 
may in some cases be the top of the main apron mass. 

Work is underway to catalog the global population 
of debris aprons on Mars using Mars Reconnaissance 
Orbiter (MRO) ConTeXt Camera (CTX) images (~5-6 
m/pixel) [2, 5]. One aspect of this project is refinement 
of earlier efforts to characterize apron surface textures 
[1-2, 4, 6]. Initial efforts on representative aprons, one 
in eastern Hellas and one in Deuteronilus Mensae, 
were presented in [2]. The current work extends these 
analyses to examine apron surface evolution using 
categorized crater counts on the different textural units.  

Methodology: Figure 1 shows surface textures 
mapped on a debris apron in eastern Hellas, including: 
upper textures (Upper Smooth, Upper Pitted, Upper 
Ridge and Valley), lower textures (Lower Smooth, 
Lower Knobby), and transitional textures (Pitted and 
Ridge and Valley, Pitted, Ridge and Valley, Knobby). 
Areas with two or more textural types are commonly 
observed. See Table 1 for unit symbols and colors. 

Crater size-frequency distributions (SFDs) were 
compiled using CTX images and established 
methodologies [7-10]. All primary craters and isolated 
secondaries within a specific diameter range were 
included; obvious secondary chains and clusters were 
excluded. Craters were categorized by morphology, 
distinguishing “fresh” craters (believed to post-date the 
most recent mantling episode) from “filled” craters 
(containing some amount of infill and likely formed 
pre-mantling). Craters that fit neither category were 
defined as “degraded”; these may have formed before 
the most recent mantling episode, but have not 
accumulated much fill.    

SFDs are plotted on isochrons defined by [8-10] in 
order to assess their relative (Martian time-
stratigraphic) age and to estimate absolute age. 
Deviations from the isochron shape over specific crater 
size ranges, along with the categorized crater 
morphologies, provide insight into erosional and 
depositional processes on apron surfaces.  

Results and Discussion: The shape of the SFD in 
Figure 2A is similar to that for the overall apron 
population previously examined in eastern Hellas [11]. 
This similarity applies, in particular, to the SFD of the 
upper and pitted textures of the apron, which fit the 
isochrons over two intervals, between 350-1000m 
corresponding to ~900 Myr, and between 125-350m at 
~100 Myr. These fits are interpreted as the apron 
formation age and a resurfacing age, respectively. Due 
to loss of small craters via erosion, the SFDs do not fit 
the isochrons at small diameters.  The SFDs of craters 
found on lower apron textures display a younger age 
than the upper and pitted textures, over a more limited 
diameter range. The lower units contain craters 
between 22 and 250 m in diameter, and the upper 
textures retain craters across a much wider range, 
between 5.5 m and 1 km. This supports the 
interpretation [4-6] that lower textures are younger 
erosional surfaces. 

Upper smooth material (USM) is thought to be the 
uppermost (and least modified) texture [1, 4, 6]. When 
the SFD for USM is separated from those of other 
upper and pitted textures (Figure 2B), it has a gentler 
roll-off at small diameters (<90 m). However, for 
larger craters, the USM SFD agrees well with the SFD 
of the other upper and pitted units, supporting the idea 
that they all formed coevally, but the other units have 
subsequently undergone greater erosion. 

In Figure 2C, the SFD of the upper and pitted 
textures displayed in Figure 2A is separated into filled 
and fresh craters (degraded craters not displayed). The 
filled craters demonstrate the formation and 
resurfacing ages discussed above, and the fresh craters 
show a much younger age of 300 kyr, interpreted as a 
lower limit on the most recent mantling episode.  
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Figure 1: Surface textures mapped on a debris apron in 
eastern Hellas, 102.9°E and 40.6°S [2]. See Table 1 for unit 
information. (CTX images P16_007397_1382, 
G16_024552_1394, G15_023998_1393; NASA/JPL/MSSS).

Figure 2:  Crater size-frequency distributions. A. lower and
upper/pitted apron textures. B. the upper smooth material
separated from the other upper/pitted textures. C. categorized
counts of the upper and pitted textures.   

Table 1: SFD Characteristics for Eastern Hellas Debris Apron 
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